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Scored Rubrics can be found in the FCCLA Portal (Meetings & Events > 2023 Online STAR Events Preliminary Round > *Download Rubrics)

Please note that all evaluations were done independently by evaluators – they do not collaborate on the scoring process. Therefore, a wide range of scores may be received. Please also note that if items in the project were not correctly labeled, or were not posted as specified in the event instructions, evaluators may not have been able to identify them for evaluation. Evaluators may approach the scoring process differently – some may be more lenient in their scoring than others. Although all evaluators were asked to provide comments, some may not have done so.

*For entries with three completed rubrics, the outlier evaluation was excluded from the final average score. This was done as many entries had extreme scoring differences between the top and lowest scores. The scored rubric is included for informational purposes only. Total scores may differ from calculated scored based on the use of standard deviation.

INFORMATION FOR NATIONAL LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE QUALIFIERS

Entries that qualify to compete at the National Leadership Conference must register for the conference as part of the conference registration process in the FCCLA online portal. The deadline for these registrations is **May 19, 2023**.

Registration fees for the National Leadership Conference round are similar to other STAR Events fees - $50 per participant. Because of the uniqueness of the technology events, an additional fee of $25 per entry (not per participant) is also due. This fee will provide the laptop and hard-wired internet connection for participants to present their digital event in a live, face-to-face evaluation with the evaluators.

Please review the National Leadership Conference round information in the **2022-2023 STAR Events Guide** for more information on preparing the additional National Leadership Conference requirements and the scoring rubric.

Participants are encouraged to make the necessary improvements to projects to compete at the next level. We realize that for many, entering digital projects such as these was a learning experience for teachers and students. We encourage you to read through the evaluator's comments and make changes so that your projects can "go for the gold" at National Leadership Conference.

Technical Specifications – Important!
FCCLA will provide a laptop with a hard-wired Internet connection for you to present your digital project. You will present your project from your website; an additional projector/screen will not be available. You are encouraged to view your presentation on a computer outside your school's network – in a public library, friend's house, etc. – to see how it appears on different monitors, using a variety of browsers, etc.

Participants are HIGHLY encouraged to bring their digital projects on a USB drive for backup purposes if needed. While we fully anticipate that the Internet connection will be working, we all know how technology can sometimes fail. So, please be prepared with a backup.

For any clarification on event rules or guidelines, please contact Competitive Events at competitiveevents@fcclainc.org. As with all STAR Events, the decision of the evaluators is final. Thank you again for your participation!